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This manual
Welcome to Voco Chat, a grid set for Grid 3 and Grid for iPad.

If you are new to Grid, our Getting Started guides are a great place to 
start. They introduce how Grid works, including how to add grid sets, 
configure access and much more.

Find these at thinksmartbox.com/support

In this manual, concepts and important points are highlighted in bold.

To help you navigate the grid set, when we reference a specific grid within 
Voco Chat, this is highlighted in blue.

Sometimes we will guide you to a specific grid within Voco Chat, these 
examples look like this:

My toolkit → Settings → More

This means select My toolkit, then select Settings, then More.

We also may refer to some parts of Grid itself, these examples look like 
this:

Menu bar → Edit grid
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Introducing Voco Chat
Voco Chat is a symbol vocabulary with a low-cell count, which 
enables users to communicate for a wide range of reasons. From 
saying what you want or asking a question, to telling someone about 
yourself or having a conversation.

Designed to make it easier to create messages, Voco Chat is built on 
a foundation of six message pathways. It also includes vocabulary 
to support individuals to participate more, engage in conversations, 
and be more independent, as well as talk about important topics 
such as mental health and wellbeing. 

A pragmatic approach to language

We all communicate for a wide range of reasons, such as asking 
questions, giving opinions, and telling stories. Communication 
also allows us to participate in activities, build relationships, and 
advocate for ourselves. 

Voco Chat aims to support all of this and more, by focusing not just on 
the words we use, but also why we communicate and how we interact 
using language. This is often referred to as pragmatics. 

A resource which was central to the development of Voco Chat was 
The Pragmatics Profile for People who use AAC (Martin, Small 
& Stevens, 2017), which gives a comprehensive overview of all the 
reasons we communicate and how we participate in conversations.
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Key features
• Each grid has 12 cells for communication, plus one row and one 

column for your chat writing area, navigation and functions

• Vocabulary is organised in columns, from left to right, with the 
words and phrases you need to get to quickly or most often in the 
top left corner

• Message pathways support message building for a range of 
reasons

• A combination of words and phrases help you to get your 
message across quickly and efficiently, from single selections to 
multi-part messages

• Template grids and blank cells make it easy to add your own 
vocabulary

• Age appropriate vocabulary options for children, teenagers or 
adults

 
• Activity grids to support independence and participation 

• A toolkit to support communication, mental health and 
wellbeing 

• A selection of simple apps for enhancing communication and 
engagement

Over 375 phrases to support faster message building

Over 1,500 single words for communication about a wide 
range of topics
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Who is Voco Chat for?
Voco Chat has been created for individuals who need a symbol 
vocabulary with a small number of large cells. It can be used by 
people of any age, with an option to choose between either the Child 
vocabulary or the Teen and adult vocabulary. 

Language Support

Voco Chat is designed to make it quicker to form a message by 
allowing users to build their message using phrases. Voco Chat also 
guides users through their message, automatically taking them 
to the next grid they will need to continue building their message, 
reducing the total number of selections required. 

This scaffolded approach, with built in jumps, together with carefully 
selected vocabulary at an early language level, may also suit those 
with difficulties in understanding and using language.

The Voco Chat vocabulary may be beneficial for individuals with 
memory, attention, or learning difficulties, as there are fewer 
items on each page to select from, and lots of repetition within the 
vocabulary, in addition to the guided navigation. 
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Access

Voco Chat is ideal for users with complex access needs where 
making selections is very effortful or takes a long time, or for those 
users who find it difficult to accurately select smaller targets. Larger 
cells in Voco Chat make it easier to select the right ones, and 
supported navigation reduces the needs for extra selections. 

Voco Chat is appropriate for users of any access method, including 
touch, eye gaze, pointer and switches. Additional features such as 
auditory prompts are available, to tell users what is in each column, 
and what is on each cell. This may be particularly useful for users with 
a visual impairment. 
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Using Voco Chat
Choosing your vocabulary
There are two vocabulary levels available in Voco Chat – one for 
children and one for teenagers and adults. When you first open Voco 
Chat you will be given the option to choose which vocabulary level 
you would like to use and offered more information about the key 
differences. 
 

The Child vocabulary includes child specific topics (e.g. toys, 
playground, magic) and vocabulary for play (e.g. bubbles, cars). 

The Teen and adult vocabulary includes adult specific topics (e.g. 
relationships, banking, swearing), and vocabulary for leisure and 
independence activities (e.g. pub, exercise, gardening).
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Personalised information such as About me and People grids 
are shared between the two vocabulary levels so users can easily 
transition between the vocabulary levels as appropriate without 
losing this information.

You can change vocabulary level at any time by going to My toolkit → 
Settings → More, then selecting ‘Change vocabulary’. 
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The home grid

The Voco Chat home grid is made up of 12 communication cells, 
alongside a functions column, chat writing area and a jump to My 
toolkit.
  

The top row of the home grid contains 
a jump to My toolkit where you’ll find 
lots of useful resources for supporting 
communication and emotional wellbeing, 
as well as apps to support interaction and 
engagement. 

The large white cell next to this is your Chat writing area. As you 
build a message it will appear here. Select the chat writing area to 
speak your full message.
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Below the top row are twelve cells to use for communication, grouped 
into three areas. 
 

The six cells on the left hand side are your Message Pathways. These 
are designed to help you start to build your message, based on why 
you are communicating. For example, to tell someone something 
is wrong, to ask someone something, or give an opinion about 
something.

The orange Quick Communication cells in the next column contain 
additional vocabulary, including useful words like ‘more’, ‘stop’ and 
‘finished’, handy phrases for having a conversation, and space to 
add your own favourite phrases.

The blue Everyday Words cells in the fourth column are where you will 
find a lot of useful vocabulary such as people’s names, places and 
categorised vocabulary for a whole range of other topics. You will find 
jumps to many of these words from within the six message pathways, 
but can also get directly to the words using these jumps. 

Message Pathways Quick Communication Everyday Words
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The grey Functions column on the right hand 
side of the screen is where you’ll find options 
to jump back to the previous grid, delete 
words, and clear your chat writing area. 

If you use an alternative access method such 
as eye gaze or head pointing, and dwell to 
select, you will also see a Rest cell at the top 
of this column which you can use to pause 
your access method. This function column is 
present on every grid in Voco Chat.
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Styling 
The style of a cell in Voco Chat indicates what it does. There are three 
main styles:

Speak
A cell with regular corners is a vocabulary 
cell. 
The cell will speak and add words to the 
chat writing area. This cell will not jump to a 
different grid. 

Cells that look like this speak

Jump
A cell with a cut off corner is a jump cell. This 
cell will take you to a different grid with more 
vocabulary. 
This cell will not speak or add words to the 
chat writing area.

Cells that look like this jump

Speak and Jump
A cell with a coloured corner will speak, add 
words to the chat writing area and jump you 
to a grid where you can select the next part 
of your message.

Cells that look like this speak and jump

There are also many grids which are styled consistently, in order to 
support users to communicate within a particular context. These 
chat grids appear throughout Voco Chat, and each have a column of 
yellow cells, followed by a block of nine vocabulary cells, sometimes 
with a  jump to more vocabulary on a second grid. 
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The yellow cells on the left side of the grid highlight key vocabulary 
which could be used in that context. 

The following grids are styled in this way:

• Activity grids 

• Describing grids
 
• Personal care grids 

• Places grids

• More words grids 
   

Some chat grids contain two columns of highlighted vocabulary, 
such as the play activity grids, and medical places grids (Dentist, 
Doctors, Hospital), where there is additional key vocabulary which is 
important for that topic. 
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Message Pathways
In Voco Chat, users are 
supported to communicate 
using six message pathways. 
Each pathway, once selected, 
will begin a message in the chat 
writing area, and automatically 
take the user to the next grid in 
that pathway, where they can 
continue to build their message. 

These pathways enable the 
user to communicate for many 
different reasons, starting with 
why they are communicating, 
and building on that message as 
they are guided through the grid 
set. 

 “Something is wrong” 
Getting help and telling someone when you 
have a problem

The first message pathway is designed to 
support users to get help and tell someone 
there is a problem. Located in the top left 
corner, it is easy and quick to find, as the 
problem may be urgent.

The next grid in the pathway offers the user a number of options of 
what might be wrong. Problems include something wrong with their 
body, such as pain or discomfort, feeling unwell, problems with their 
communication aid, or a problem with the conversation, such as 
someone not understanding what they have said or not giving them 
enough time to communicate. This pathway also provides users with 
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a way to say they don’t want to do something, or to disclose that 
something bad has happened to them. 
 

There is a second grid which has plenty of space to add reasons why 
something might be wrong, which may be specific to that user.
 

Example messages
Something is wrong → with my body → something hurts → foot
Something is wrong → I feel → worried
Something is wrong → I need → a rest
Something is wrong → I don’t want to → I want to stop
Something is wrong → with talking → that’s not what I meant
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“Can I tell you something?” 
Sharing information

The next message pathway supports users 
to share information in different ways, 
including telling someone their news, a joke 
or a story. Users can share information about 
themselves, their likes and dislikes, as well 

as talk about people, places or things. The first three cells in this grid 
allow the user to indicate whether they are talking about something 
in the past, present or future.

The news, a story, about me, likes, and dislikes grids are all designed 
to be personalised. 

Example messages
Can I tell you something → my news → at the weekend…
Can I tell you something → about me → I like to watch…
Can I tell you something → about a thing → vehicles → see → plane
Can I tell you something → it’s already happened → about a place → trip 
→ zoo
Can I tell you something → a joke
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“Can I ask you something?” 
Finding out information

This message pathway provides a way 
for users to ask questions and find out 
information. It contains a range of frequently 
asked questions, such as ‘who are you?’, 
‘what is that?’ and ‘can I do it?’. The most 
common question words (e.g. who, what) are 

also available as single cells so users can create their own questions 
or direct a communication partner’s attention appropriately. 

There is a second grid, with further questions and question words, 
and jumps to more questions to ask someone about themselves, how 
they feel or what they want.
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Example messages
Can I ask you something → what is that
Can I ask you something → can I do it
Can I ask you something → more → about you → what music do you like?
Can I ask you something → more → when are we going
Can I ask you something → about you → what’s your name?
 

“I want” 
Asking for something

This pathway can be used to ask for a range 
of things, from simply requesting an object 
or something to eat or drink, to requesting 
activities or personal care. 

All of the cells on this grid take the user to 
grids which contain additional vocabulary, 

to encourage them to continue their message with more specific 
requests. For example, a user may say ‘I want’ + ‘to play something’. 
Whilst they could finish their message there, the next grid they are 
taken to will provide them with options of what they could play.

Users can also request actions, people, places, or other things 
via this pathway, as well as selecting describing words to be more 
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specific about the item they have requested, for example, to ask for a 
‘red’ one or a ‘big’ one.

Many of the grids which are accessed via this pathway are chat grids 
(as previously discussed on page 13 ) with a yellow cell of highlighted 
vocabulary, and additional vocabulary for that activity or context.  

Example messages
I want → to do something → baking
I want → something to drink → juice
I want → to go → buildings → swimming pool
I want → personal care → change clothes → take off → jumper
I want → someone → professionals → doctor

 “I feel” 
Sharing emotions

This pathway encourages users to label 
and share their emotions.  This may be 
in response to someone asking how they 
are feeling, or as part of spontaneous 
communication. 

A second grid contains additional emotions, and a jump to an area 
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of Voco Chat designed to support users to talk about their mental 
health and wellbeing. 
 

By saying ‘I’m not okay’ the user is taken to a grid with several options 
to help them to talk about what is worrying them, what they feel like 
and what they need help with. It also provides vocabulary to support 
users to report if something bad has happened or share something 
they are having a problem with.  

Example messages
I feel → tired
I feel → more → calm
I feel → more → I’m not okay → something happened → had an argument
I feel → more → I’m not okay → worried about → family
I feel → more → I’m not okay → its feels like → want to be alone
 
The I’m not okay grid can also be accessed via My toolkit from the 
home grid. 
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“I think” 
Giving an opinion

This pathway supports users to give an 
opinion or a description, from simply saying 
‘I like it’ or ‘I don’t like it’ to describing how 
something looks, feels, tastes or smells. 

High frequency or useful describing words 
such as ‘same’, ‘different’ and ‘broken’ can be accessed via the ‘it is’ 
and ‘it’s not’ jumps. 
 
There is also a link to a rating scales grid for users to rate anything 
from pain to how they are feeling about something.

Example messages
I think → I like it
I think → it is → new
I think → it looks → too → fast
I think → I’ll rate it → I feel → good
I think → it sounds → too + loud
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Supported message building
Many of the cells within Voco Chat speak and jump to a new grid at 
the same time. Often, these cells speak more than one word, and 
support a user to build a message using phrases. This supported 
navigation removes the need for users to decide which grid they need 
to jump to once they start their message. Instead they can focus 
purely on what they want to say. 

‘Can I ask you something’ + ‘What are you doing?’ 

‘Something is wrong’ + ‘I don’t want to’ + ‘I’m tired’ 
 

‘I want’ + ‘something to drink’ + ‘coffee’
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Voco Chat often makes it possible for users to make just one or 
two selections to convey a message. For example, to simply say 
‘Something is wrong’, or ‘I feel + excited’, or ‘I think + I like it’. This 
makes Voco Chat suitable for those just beginning to learn to use 
AAC.

For those users who are able to, longer messages can be formed with 
multiple selections. A key aim of supported message building in Voco 
Chat is also to support and encourage individuals to move from one 
or two selections, to longer message building.

To make it easier to start a new message, whenever any of the six 
message pathway cells on the home grid are selected, Voco Chat will 
automatically clear the chat writing area for the user. 
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Quick Communication 
The column of orange cells next to the Message Pathways gives 
access to a range of words and phrases to support users to quickly 
become part of a conversation, and to continue that conversation. 

Quick words
Useful high frequency vocabulary

 In this section users will find really useful 
single words that can be used in a range 
of contexts, including words like ‘more’, 
‘stop’ and ‘help’. These words are ones that 
someone might want to use a lot of the time, 
so they are quick to get to from the home 
grid.

 

Chat
Supporting conversation

This section is all about supporting users to 
participate in conversations and contains 
single words and short phrases. 

In the first column are greetings and small talk - initial questions that 
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can be used at the beginning of a conversation - with an option to 
get to more in the bottom cell. 

The next column has questions and comments which enable users 
to extend a conversation or show interest in what their conversation 
partner is saying. 

The third column contains phrases that may be useful when 
something has gone wrong in a conversation, such as asking for more 
time to finish a message or saying that’s not what I meant. 

The final column in this area has wrap-up statements and goodbyes 
- phrases that can end be used toward the end of a conversation – 
with an option for more if needed. 

 
My phrases
Quickly say what you typically say

This grid is designed to be personalised 
for the user. It is a place to store favourite 
or often used phrases. Some examples are 
given in the first column, which can easily 

be added to, or replaced by more relevant options for the user. 
Examples of phrases to add may include regional phrases or slang 
which might be spoken by a user’s peer group. 
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Everyday Words 

The final column of blue cells, gives the user access to a wide range 
of categorised vocabulary for use in everyday contexts. This includes:

People

Here is where the user can quickly access the 
most useful people words, as well as jumps 
to grids for specific types of people, such as 
My family and My friends. This is the place to 
add the names of people who are important 
to the user or who they see regularly. 

There are also grids for other people words, such as mother, brother, 
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cousin in Family words, boy, woman, child in People words and 
doctor, receptionist, and cleaner in Professionals. 

 
In the final column is a grid to support users to describe someone, 
for example if they don’t know a person’s name they may want to 
say tall, blonde hair, glasses to indicate who they mean. There is also 
a jump to Relationships, where there is vocabulary to talk about 
romantic or intimate relationships.

The is plenty of space in this section to add the names of other 
people into existing or template categories. If the user sees different 
people in different contexts, those names can be added to a 
category of their own.

Places

This grid stores vocabulary relating to 
different places, from the most frequent 
and useful vocabulary in the first column 
(go, home, here) to other categorised place 
vocabulary including Inside places, Outside 
places, Buildings and Shops. You will also 

find high frequency prepositions – such as in, on, under, up, down – 
located on the Positions grid.  
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Many of the cells on this grid, especially within Buildings and Shops, 
jump the user to a chat grid that is full of useful vocabulary when 
talking about that place. 

For example, in Buildings there are jumps to grids for talking at 
a cafe, hospital, or swimming pool, and in Shops, each specific 
shop takes the user to a consistent grid of vocabulary for use when 
shopping. 

 
There is space to add a user’s favourite or special places in My 
places and vocabulary to talk about Trips and Holidays from this 
grid as well.
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More words
 
The final cell on the Voco Chat home grid is 
the More words cell. This section is arranged 
into topics over three index grids. 
 

All of the topic grids are chat grids with a column of highlighted 
vocabulary, followed by additional words for that topic. 

 
Some topics also have jumps to additional grids of vocabulary, such 
as Clothes → Underwear.

Many topics have just a few example cells in with lots of space for 
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users to add their own vocabulary, for example in Food → Breakfast, 
there are some examples of common breakfast items and then space 
for specific items to be added. 

All of the topic grids can be accessed via the Message Pathways, but 
users may sometimes wish to access these topics directly, and can do 
so using the jump to More words.
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My toolkit
The My toolkit section of Voco Chat contains a range of resources 
intended to support users with communication, emotional wellbeing, 
and self-advocacy, as well as providing apps with the aim of 
encouraging further interaction and engagement.

 
Talking to myself

Talking to ourselves – or ‘self-talk’ – is 
something that many people do, either using 
our inner voice, or sometimes out loud. This 
can be for many reasons, such as reassuring 
or encouraging ourselves, and can be 
used to promote positive thinking. This grid 

therefore includes phrases such as ‘I’m okay’, ‘I can do this’ and ‘I am 
proud of myself’.

Calming down

This area of the toolkit is designed to help 
users who may have difficulties with their 
emotions, and benefit from help to stay calm, 
or to calm down if they become anxious or 
overwhelmed with a situation. 
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The grid provides a number of strategies, which could be spoken 
out loud by the user as a prompt to themselves, or simply be seen 
as a visual reminder of what strategies they can use. Some example 
strategies are included, such as ‘deep breaths’, ‘movement break’ 
and ‘go to my safe space’. These can be replaced or added to 
depending on what is appropriate for the individual.

Support for emotional regulation

Individuals with complex communication needs may need support 
to identify, talk about and manage how they are feeling. This is often 
called emotional regulation.  Various supports are provided within 
Voco Chat, including quick access to emotion vocabulary, example 
strategies for calming down, and pre-stored self-talk phrases.

Beukelman and Light (2020) refer to ‘internal dialogue’ – or self-talk 
– as one of the key functions of communication. The need to provide 
AAC users with phrases that can be used for self-talk has also been 
recognized (Ahern, 2017), and these have therefore been included as 
standard within Voco Chat.

I’m not okay

Also within the toolkit is a jump to an area 
of the grid set which supports users to talk 
about their mental health and wellbeing. 
By saying ‘I’m not okay’ the user is taken to 
a grid with several options to help them to 
talk about what is worrying them, what they 
feel like and what they need help with. It also 

provides vocabulary to support users to report something bad that 
has happened or share something they are having a problem with.  

This grid can also be accessed via the I feel message pathway. 
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Support for emotional wellbeing and mental 
health 

Individuals with communication difficulties may also need more 
support to talk about their mental health. Voco Chat offers this 
support in several ways, particularly in the I’m not okay section. 
Much of the vocabulary used here is based on language taken from 
The Feeling Down Guide (Foundation for People with Learning 
Disabilities, 2014), a resource that was developed for and by adults 
with learning disabilities to promote positive mental health.

Can I give you a clue?

This section of Voco Chat can be used to help 
someone provide clues as to what they want 
to say, when they are unsure of the words 
they need or can’t find them. For example, 
the user can prompt their communication 
partner to ask them yes or no questions, or if 

the user does not know a person’s name, they can describe them.
 
This area also includes jumps to the People, Places, and More 
words sections (also available on the home grid), to help give the 
communication partner more information about what the user is 
trying to tell them. For example, ‘it’s a person’ or ‘it’s a place’. 

Can I show you my photos?

Showing someone a photo can be a great 
way to start a conversation about something 
that happened or support someone to tell a 
story. The photo stories area of Voco Chat 
includes nine photo story templates, which 
are designed to be personalised by adding a 
photo, and information about that photo. The 

cells around each photo offer a prompt as to what information needs 
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to be added to the cell in edit mode: 

• ‘Who’ – add the names of who is in the photo 

• ‘Where’ – add the place the photo was taken

• ‘When’ – add the day or name of the event (e.g. someone’s 
birthday)

• ‘What happened’ – say what happened!

• ‘Feelings’ – add information about how the user felt

• ‘Other information’ – add anything else the user might want to say 
about the photo 

The user could help to choose the information which is added using 
other areas of Voco Chat, such as ‘I feel…’ to say how they felt. 

This grid can also be accessed via the Can I tell you something 
message pathway.

I’ll rate it

This area of the toolkit provides a visual way 
for users to communicate using rating scales. 
This can be helpful when giving an opinion 
about something on a scale of one to five, 
describing levels of pain, and expressing 
emotions.

This grid can also be accessed via the I feel message pathway.
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About me

The About me section of the toolkit allows 
users to share information about themselves 
or respond to questions, e.g. “what is your 
name?” or “where do you live?”. 

This section needs to be personalised by 
adding the right information about the user 

to each cell. There are also blank cells which can be accessed via 
the ‘More’ cell, with plenty of space to add additional information 
about the user. There is a link to similar questions that the user could 
ask to the person they are speaking to, supporting a reciprocal 
conversation. 

This grid can also be accessed via the Can I tell you something 
message pathway.

My AAC

This part of the toolkit is intended for 
users to share information about their 
communication. There is space to add details 
about how they communicate, what helps 
them, and other important information such 
as things the user likes or dislikes. 

This section of Voco Chat is based on the concept of communication 
passports (Millar & Aitkin, 2003), and is something that should be 
regularly updated collaboratively with the user, to make it easier for 
them to tell new people about themselves and their AAC. 
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My health

This section provides space to add 
information about the users health needs, 
such as dietary requirements, allergies, and 
medical conditions, and is largely left blank 
to be personalised for the user. 

This grid can also be accessed via the Something is wrong message 
pathway, by selecting I need → personal care → More → My health.

Apps

There are a range of apps in Voco Chat to 
support communication with others, explore 
basic utilities, view media and empower users 
to have more control over their environment.

The following apps are included with Voco Chat: 

• Symoji – quickly communicate feelings or ideas using an animated 
character 

• Alexa – communicate with Alexa to ask questions, have fun, listen 
to music or play audio books

• Clock – tell the time using an analogue or digital clock face

• Camera – take photos or selfies using your device

• Photos – browse and view photos stored in the Pictures folder on 
your device

• Calculator – make simple calculations

• Music – browse and listen to music stored in the My Music folder on 
your device (Grid 3 only)
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• Video – browse and watch videos stored in the My Videos folder on 
your device (Grid 3 only)

• Environment Control – simple grids to control your TV, lights and 
more using compatible devices (Grid 3 only)

Keyboard

A number of keyboards are included with 
Voco Chat so that users with functional 
literacy can spell out words not already 
available in the vocabulary, and users with 
partial or emerging literacy can explore the 

keyboard or start to spell out whole words.

The default keyboard in Voco Chat splits the letters of the alphabet 
into three groups. Each letter can be chosen with two selections, 
meaning the cells remain large, with only a small number of letters to 
choose from on each grid. 

Once a letter is selected, the grid will jump back to the main keyboard 
grid, so that the user can choose the next letter. There are also 
prediction cells which can be selected at any time.

Numbers and punctuation are also available from this grid.

Two other keyboard layouts are available if these are preferred - a 
qwerty keyboard layout and a layout optimised for individuals using 
switch access.

Settings

This is where the user can find controls for 
their device, such as the volume, and settings 
for their access method. There are also 
messages to help communicate if something 
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is wrong with their device. 

In this area the user can set their speaking voice volume, change 
their scan or dwell speeds, and turn the second screen on or off if 
they have one on their device. 

There is also an option to Change vocabulary via the ‘More’ cell 
which allows the user to switch between the child or teen and adult 
version of the vocabulary. This cell can be hidden if necessary. 

If using eye gaze, an eye gaze monitor cell will be visible on this grid 
and can be used to access eye gaze settings such as faster or slower 
dwell and an option to calibrate.
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Personalising Voco Chat
Voco Chat is designed to be easy to personalise and includes lots of 
blank template grids which can be quickly and easily added to. Many 
grids have also been set up with examples of what you might want to 
add to that grid, alongside blank cells to add more for that user. 

Personalising an AAC user’s vocabulary is an important part of 
supporting someone to use AAC successfully. From adding personal 
information to the About Me grid for helping with introductions, to 
adding chat phrases to the My Phrases grids to add individuality 
to conversations. The more personalisations you add, the more you 
can help make an AAC user’s vocabulary more meaningful and 
motivating to use.

Personalisation can also be an important way to allow a user to 
advocate for themselves and share important information about 
how other people can help them, such as the My Health and My AAC 
grids. 

Personalising other grids will allow users to talk about what’s most 
important to them, such as adding the names of people the user 
knows to the People grids, and adding favourite places to the My 
places grids.

There is space to add interests such as adding the names of 
favourite TV shows to the Watch TV grid, alongside language used 
when watching TV. Favourite foods and drinks can be added to meal 
grids, and there is even space to add a user’s favourite jokes on the 
jokes grids. 
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How to add vocabulary
Blank cells have been added throughout Voco Chat to make it quick 
and easy to add extra vocabulary wherever you want it.

In Grid 3

Enter Edit mode by clicking the Menu bar → Edit grid. Select the cell 
you want to add something to and click the Change Label option at 
the top of the screen. Type the word or words you want on the cell 
and then choose a symbol from the bar next to the Change Label 
button. If you can’t see the symbol you want, you can select Find 
Picture to search for other options.

In Grid for iPad

Enter Edit mode by tapping the three dots in the top right corner 
and selecting Edit grids. Tap the cell you want to change and then 
tap Edit Cell. Tap the box at the top of the cell to add the words that 
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you want on the cell, and then tap the box below to add a symbol. 
Choose from the symbols offered or use the Find Picture option to 
search for other symbols. 

In some areas of Voco Chat you will also find jumps to blank grids for 
whole new activities or topics. Edit the jump cell in the same way as 
above (change the label and add a symbol), then follow the jump to 
the blank grid to add vocabulary. 

You may also want to remove words and phrases that are not 
relevant for that user. For example, in My toolkit → Talking to myself, 
there are some examples of strategies to help a user calm down. 
If one or more of these are not right for the individual they can be 
removed or replaced.

You may also need to remove or hide jumps to topics that are 
not relevant for a user, such as deleting the jump to Period in the 
Personal Care section.
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Personalisation Checklist
Essential Information
The following grids should be personalised when setting Voco Chat 
up for a new user.

Can I tell you something → about me

Personal information, such as the user’s name, their birthday 
and things they like. More space on the second grid to add 
anything else the user might want to share, e.g. hobbies or 
special interests.

Can I tell you something → things I like 

Things the user likes, e.g. objects, TV programmes, sports and 
other special interests.

Can I tell you something → things I don’t like

Things the user does not like, e.g. loud noises, TV 
programmes, new situations, etc.

I want → My things

Special items for the user, things that they may ask for 
regularly.

People (My Family, My Friends, My Adults/My Carers)

Names of people the user may want to talk about, including 
family members, friends, carers, teachers, personal assistants, 
doctors, therapists, etc.
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My toolkit → my health

Health information about the user, such as allergies, 
medication or other aids they may need. Remove examples if 
not needed.

My toolkit  → My AAC (multiple grids)

Information about how the user communicates over a number 
of grids.

See page XX for more explanation of this. Delete examples if 
not appropriate. 

My toolkit  → Calming down: Add personal strategies

Specific strategies that are used by the user to calm down, 
either as a prompt for the user themselves or for those around 
them. Delete examples if not appropriate.

My toolkit  → I’m talking to myself: 

Personal self-talk phrases, delete any that are not 
appropriate or preferred by the user. See page XX for more 
information. 

My toolkit  → My places

Names of places specific to the user, e.g. clubs, name of local 
park, favourite restaurants or pubs.

My toolkit  → Body → More → Privates

Change names of intimate areas to words that the user would 
use, if appropriate, e.g. small children often use alternative 
words here.
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My Phrases

Things that the user likes to say often, e.g. repeated phrases 
or local slang and banter used by their peers. Remove 
examples if not appropriate.
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Personalisation Checklist
Interests and Motivators
The following sections can be added to help the user get the most 
out of Voco Chat and be able to talk about the things that they really 
want to talk about.

 
I want → watch something (multiple grids): e.g. favourite TV 
shows and channels 

More words → Music → My music: e.g. favourite songs, artists, 
etc.

More words → TV and Film: e.g. favourite programmes/films

I want → do something → More: blank grids for additional 
activities

I want → play something: blank grids for additional games/
play activities

Can I tell you → a joke → more: space for additional jokes

Can I tell you something → my news: information about what 
the user has done recently or important news to share

Can I tell you something → a story: add photos for the user to 
share with others. See page XX for more information 
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Personalisation Checklist
Additional Changes 
There is space to add more vocabulary in many of the Voco Chat 
grids. This can be done once a user has started using the vocabulary 
if they find there are words they need that are not already included.

Something’s wrong → More: space for other possible 
problems that may arise

Something’s wrong → I need → More: space for other things 
that may be needed regularly

I want → personal care → More: space for specific personal 
care needs

More Words 

 Animals: second grid for favourite animals in all categories

 Body parts: space for additional relevant body parts

 Drinks → More: space to add favourite drinks

 Food: space on all to add favourites foods or menu items

 Health problems → More: space to add specific problems

 Money: space for additional vocabulary

 Sensory → More: space for specific sensory objects

 Technology → Internet → More: space for favourite websites

 More → More: space for additional topics
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Chat → More greetings/More talking/More goodbyes: space 
for alternative greetings and goodbyes

Places → Buildings → School → My lessons (Child vocabulary 
only): space for timetable lessons

Places → Day trips → My trip: add vocabulary for a specific trip

Places → Inside → More: add more inside places in own home/
setting

Places → Shops → Shopping list: add to as needed when 
shopping

More words → Time → More → Special Days: cultural/religious 
events important to user
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Alternative access in Grid 3
Voco Chat has been designed to be suitable for a range of access 
methods. 

Auditory prompts have been included for every cell and every 
column, and can be turned on in the user’s access method settings.

For your chosen access method you can turn on auditory prompts by 
going to Settings → Access, then selecting your access method. Then, 
under Highlighting, change the dropdown box which says ‘No sound 
when highlighting’ to ‘Speak description when highlighting’.

Touch

You can use Voco Chat with a keyguard, as there are always the 
same number of cells on every grid. 

If you are using Touch with Dwell, where you touch a cell for a certain 
amount of time before the cell selects, there are options to increase 
or decrease the amount of dwell time by going to My Toolkit → 
Settings → My Access. If you use Touch with Dwell to select, you can 
also turn on auditory prompts, to hear the label on each cell before 
you select it. 

Pointer or Eye Gaze

If you are using either pointer or eye gaze with dwell, a Rest cell 
will be visible on every grid, in the top right corner. This allows the 
user to pause their access method at any time and look around 
the screen without selecting any cells. This can be helpful when a 
user is familiarising themselves with a new grid. When the Rest cell 
is activated, and pointer or eye gaze is paused, communication 
partners can still make selections on the screen using touch. This can 
be helpful for modelling and teaching someone what they can say on 
that grid.
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Switches

Vocabulary is organised in vertical columns in Voco Chat, so the 
recommended switch settings are those which scan either one cell at 
a time vertically, or scan columns then rows. 
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